
Your Upcoming Domestic Relocation
Guide and Tips by ASI Movers 

Relocating is too often a source of headache. 

Our goal : 
To provide you a simple step-by-step guide as well as 
useful advices in order for you to move within China with 
a complete peace of mind, thanks to our 10-year expe-
rience in domestic and local relocation. 

Who Are We?
ASI Movers is a domestic and international moving 
company which head office is located in Shanghai, and 
operating as the relocation branch of ASI Group. 

We are at the service of individuals, families and 
companies; offering a wide array of solutions - ranging 
from storage to pet relocation and Fine Art moving - as 
to design an offer in accordance with your needs. 

Whether you have to move a big volume or a lighter 
one, whether you prefer a cost-effective solution or the 
velocity of airfreight, we design with you a built-to-suit 
offer. 

Our vision of relocation ? A tailor-made service and a 
dedicated team as to guarantee your peace of mind. 

Summer is coming … 
Don’t waste it packing ! 

Your 6-Step 
Moving Process

Survey: We estimate the volume to be moved 
at your residence, and spot the elements 
requiring special care. This step is also the 
occasion for us to meet you and understand 
your needs.

Quotation: Our agent provides you the service 
proposition & quotation the most in accor-
dance with your needs. 

Decision: Meet several movers before deciding 
which partner to choose in order to hold the 
keys to the wisest decision. 

Packing: Our teams come to your residence to 
pack your belongings, ensuring they do not 
undergo any damage during the moving 
process.

Transportation and Follow-up: Your ASI Movers 
unique contact person is available during the 
whole relocation process to answer your 
questions and provide you a detailed follow-up 
of your relocation process. 

Delivery and unpacking: Your belongings are 
delivered and unpacked in accordance with 
your indications. 
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Moving Within China Soon? 
Don’t Forget These 3 Key points

You need more information? 
Interested by a free quotation?

Contact our team!
asimovers@group-asi.com 
http://asimovers.group-asi.com
+85 21 5187 3773 (EN/FR)
+86 136 4191 6417 (中文)
+86 139 1649 7619

asimovers@group-asi.com

The guide for a 
peaceful relocation

Don’t forget to register to your local police 
station after you moved to your new home. 

Indicate to our teams the items that will 
require special care as for us to protect them 
accordingly before starting moving them.

Think beforehand about where you want 
your belongings to be set in your new domi-
cile, as such our teams can dispose them 
accordingly as for you to move into an 
already ready home. 

1. SURVEY

2. QUOTATION

3. DECISION

4. PACKING

5. TRANSPORT

6. DELIVERY

https://www.linkedin.com/company/asi-movers/
https://www.facebook.com/ASI-Movers-1513692225600472/



